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Abstract
In the current era of worldwide competition in higher education, universities are caught up in market processes that encourage compliance with the measurement systems applied by world university rankings. Despite questions
about the rankings’ methodologies and data sources, universities continue to adopt assessment and evaluation practices that require academic researchers to publish in sources indexed by the major commercial bibliographic databases used by world rankings. Building on a critique of the limited bibliometric measures and underlying assumptions of rankings, the Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative interdisciplinary research project aggregates and analyses scholarly research data including open access output from multiple open sources for more than 20,000 institutions worldwide. To understand who is creating knowledge and how diversity is enacted through the transmission of knowledge we analyse workforce demographic data. In this article, we discuss the project’s rationale, methodologies and examples of data analysis that can enable universities to make independent assessments, ask questions about rankings, and contribute to open knowledge-making and sharing. Expanding on our presentation to the LIBER Online 2021 Conference, we discuss collaboration with academic libraries and other scholarly communication stakeholders to develop and extend the open knowledge project.
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1. Introduction

Critiques of world university rankings and their processes, indicators and proxies, including prejudices and blind-spots in relation to the measurement tools and data sources have grown since 2007. For example, the databases providing publication and citation data consist of predominantly English language, elite publication sources whose scope precludes research output from many countries and marginal communities. As universities are driven by the rankings to compete, their focus becomes less on national and local needs, a major shift (Hazelkorn, 2018), reducing publication in local sources that are accessible and relevant to their communities. Rankings persist, creating their own reality and paradoxically changing university strategies and performance (Gadd, 2021).

The Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative is a strategic research project that aims to move beyond university rankings, to promote openness in institutions and research production (Montgomery et al., 2021). The project aggregates and analyses multiple dimensions of research output that can facilitate dialogue and encourage different ways of thinking about research impact. Central to
The project’s approach is gathering together publicly available data that is often fragmented. This includes bibliographic, affiliation, citation, funder and workforce demographic data from a range of public sources to understand research performance including open access, collaborations, citation advantages, publishing, funding and institutional diversity.

The paper falls into four parts. The first discusses the rationale and background to the project including a critique of world university rankings and the genesis and development of our dataset and dashboard tools. In the second section we discuss methods used in developing the project’s dataset, data sources and analysis, and a feedback survey undertaken with academic libraries. The third section discusses two key aspects of the project: open access research analysis and gender balance in academic workforces, with some examples. We conclude by discussing collaboration with academic libraries and other stakeholders in developing dashboard tools and a community open knowledge coalition.

2. Rationale and Background

Leonelli et al. (2017, p. 194) discuss the notion of “data shadows” – data excluded fully or partially and the strategic or methodological reasons for absences. Our project critiques the selective use of data to stratify institutional performance by major world university rankings Academic World Ranking of Universities (AWRU), the Times Higher Education (THE) World University Ranking and Quacquarelli Symonds (QS). For example, they depend on publication and citation data extracted from commercial bibliographic databases Scopus (Elsevier) and Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics) whose coverage favours prestigious, English language, Global North publications with more emphasis on sciences, medicine and technology than the humanities and social sciences (Aksnes & Sivertsen, 2019; Tennant, 2020). Publication in these sources devalues diverse research from non-dominant and Indigenous populations, some countries and in disciplines such as the creative arts and political activist scholarship where journal publications are not the primary output format (Shahjahan & Wagner, 2019). This leads to a “geopolitics of knowledge” and a persistent coloniality (Stack & Mazawi, 2021, p. 226). These limited proxy measures with embedded epistemologies and questionable ontological assumptions distort the wider picture, and are open to institutional measures to influence outcomes and policy (McCormick, 2017).
The presence of rankings pressures university managements to develop strategies and practices in order for their institutions to compete on the ranking ladder and achieve status (Marginson, 2014). This occurs despite the limitations and exclusions of methodologies and the measurements rankings used as proxies for performance (Hazelkorn, 2018). For example, reputation and research performance, two key concepts of the AWRU, THE and QS (Selten et al., 2020) are built on citation analysis from the commercial databases discussed above. The use of “celebretization” measures such as Nobel Prize winners as a proxy of excellence and to rank reputation, perpetuates the dominance of white male demographics in universities (Stack, 2020, p. 5). These practices contradict the equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) policies which many universities promote.

A key difference between our project and commercial datasets and analytical services is our approach to understanding scholarly communication from a critical research perspective. Our research emphasises the importance of asking how datasets might influence the questions asked about a university’s performance, as well as the answers that are found. For example, a comparison of bibliographic data sources and their implications for university rankings finds significant differences in coverage of disciplines, publications and date ranges (Huang et al., 2020). Our project identifies and analyses public data sources to examine more deeply the outcomes of EDI policies and how this may affect research production, and institutional progress in achieving open access to knowledge. Such analysis can assist higher education institutions, authorities and researchers in understanding the extent and nature of their research performances, to become open to alternative ways of viewing research impact, to value openness in output and in research production. We aim to change the narrative about the role of research and knowledge production within institutions. The dataset takes a wide geographic scope and includes research publication data from countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America whose coverage by major commercial publishers and databases may be restricted, and across all disciplines. We engage with communities in Africa and Indigenous researchers in Australia to increase the visibility and accessibility of research within their communities, countries and the world.

2.1. Data Tools

The project develops interactive and visual dashboards in order to present multidimensional data narratives and analysis of research output
performance by institution, country and region. The interfaces include graphs, charts and numerical data as key communicative tools with which to present analysis (van Geenen & Wieringa, 2020). User-centred design represents data about research output in non-intimidating ways that enable researchers, administrators and executives to fill gaps in their knowledge of institutional research publishing practices and outcomes. Data analysis is presented through different visualisations representing a range of perspectives, revealing nuanced analysis of institutional and country research performance. In addition, we adapt, integrate and customise data analysis into reports, presentations, instructional materials, teaching and learning programmes. We build bespoke tools to assist institutions in understanding and assessing their actual and potential open research output, in negotiating publisher agreements, to inform and encourage staff and students to interrogate their research output data and performance metrics. Bringing together and providing access to the data used to assess, evaluate and characterise research output encourages critical inquiry of institutional and world university ranking processes, data and methods.

Donna Lanclos (2016) notes that knowing about and building on people’s motivations and reasons to use tools and systems will encourage greater use. In the early stages of our project and to extend out of our data bubble, we sought the views of people from the communities we work with, who use and understand the data. We had shared the dashboard tool and data with senior executives and academic staff in our own institution, but wanted a wider institutional reach. To achieve this and move beyond anecdotal responses, we undertook research with library and research staff in Aotearoa New Zealand and Australian universities.

3. Methods and Data

In this section we discuss the project’s dataset sources and analysis; the collection and analysis of diversity data; and methods used in the dashboard feedback survey. We use open data sources, including Microsoft Academic Graph, Unpaywall, Crossref metadata, Open Citations, ORCID and the Research Organization Registry (ROR) to analyse bibliographic, open access, affiliation, funder, publisher and citation data. The dataset includes more than 12 trillion items from over 140 countries and thousands of research institutions. Through our collection pipeline, we gather data about research publications
using unique Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) from multiple sources, synthesise the datasets and create research performance calculations, including open access for each country and institution (see Data Availability statement).

To identify higher education institutional workforce demographic data relating to diversity we searched for publicly available regional and national web-based sources of statistics. Terminology varies and includes ‘higher education’, ‘tertiary education’, ‘university/universities’, ‘ministry’, ‘department of education’, ‘statistics’, ‘gender’, ‘ethnicity’, ‘race’ and ‘disability’ (Wilson et al., 2022a). Gender statistics are the most widely available, although primarily binary (men/women, male/female). We acknowledge limitations in how data are collected and reported, and identify the need for further exploration of the intersectionality of gender or sex and ethnicity, race or indigeneity, age and disability in understanding equity and diversity (Harris & Patton, 2019; Rice et al., 2019).

To gather feedback on the dashboard tool we undertook a survey in our region to obtain: (1) comments on the dashboard layout, navigation and the data incorporated therein; (2) insights into how institutions, library and research staff, researchers, executives and administrators might use the data, and associated behaviour around such use in the academic environment. In February 2020, we invited CAUL (Council of Australian University Librarians) and CONZUL (Council of New Zealand University Librarians) members via email to register to access the dashboard, review their institution’s data, and to participate in an anonymous online Qualtrics survey, plus an optional follow-up telephone interview (Curtin University Human Research Ethics Committee approval HRE2020-0086). Twenty-seven universities out of 47 member institutions (39 CAUL and eight CONZUL) registered to access the dashboard. Five responses came from universities in Aotearoa New Zealand and 12 from Australia. Ten were fully completed, four partially and three minimally, with two follow up telephone interviews. Some more survey respondents indicated they would participate in a telephone interview, but as the responses were anonymous as specified in the ethics approval, we could not follow up.

The online survey included twelve questions:

- three related to institutional and work identity;
- nine related to the dashboard layout, navigation and documentation, the data analysis and its visual presentation.
Most questions were multiple choice and allowed for textual comments. One free text question asked respondents for additional comments and suggestions on the dashboard. The final survey question offered participants the option to expand on their responses in a follow up telephone interview with eight questions aimed to build qualitatively on the survey responses. They included two institutional questions, one related to the interviewees’ work role, and five semi-structured questions focused on their responses to the usefulness and relevance of the data and dashboard (Wilson et al., 2022b).

In developing the dashboards, the project uses different visual software, including Google Data Studio and Kibana, an open source user interface for the ElasticSearch search analytics tool and web-based software.

4. Open Access Research Output

A key focus of the project is understanding the trajectory of open access institutional research output across the globe. The Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI, 2002) produced the first formal statement on open access (OA) free to read, download and share, with two options for opening research output: self-archiving into repositories and publication in OA journals. Self-archived (Green) OA is research free to read through an institutional or disciplinary repository or a preprint server. Published (Gold) OA is free to read either with an open publisher (no fee to publish), or via a paid publisher (with article processing charges or APCs), and distributed with an open licence. These options have expanded as commercial publishers entered the OA landscape. Hybrid OA is free to read from a subscription-based publisher (with APCs) and distributed with an open licence. Gold/Hybrid and Green can overlap when a self-archived copy exists as well as a published version.

Different self-archiving options include institutional and disciplinary repositories, and pre-print servers such as ArXiv for physics, mathematics and computer science, a pioneering model followed by other disciplines. Publishing models include digital only publishers who are exclusively OA, both non-profit (e.g. the Public Library of Science (PLOS)) and for profit (e.g. BioMed Central), as well as existing originally paper-based publishers who provide an OA option, usually involving APCs (Tennant et al., 2016). With rising costs to researchers of publishing OA commercially, research organisations and universities began to cancel institutional journal subscriptions. This has led to transformative or ‘read and publish’ OA agreements between publishers.
and libraries or library consortia in many countries and regions, combining the costs of OA publishing for institutional authors, who generally retain copyright under a Creative Commons licence, with costs for reading publications (Hinchliffe, 2020).

Many OA publishing policies, statements and funder mandates are in place across the globe. Policies by country or region include Europe’s Plan S policy requiring publicly and privately funded research from 2021 to be immediately available via OA journals, platforms or repositories (cOAlition S, n.d.). Institutional mandates or policies may specify OA through local repositories (Green) or by publisher (Gold); and funder mandates require research they fund to be available as open access. Publisher Gold OA fees can be prohibitive and out of reach for many researchers and regions, producing global inequities. The option of repository-based OA (Green) is cost free to authors, although it may be more complex to negotiate (Björk, 2017). In some parts of the world challenges with reliable Internet access, technology infrastructure, policies, expertise and funding impact the development and maintenance of institutional repositories (Wilson et al., 2020). However, our OA analysis highlights strong performance and initiatives at some regional and institutional levels.

Our OA analysis from 2010 to 2020 across six regions (Asia, Europe, North America, Latin America, Africa, Oceania) indicates the growth and shifts in Green (Repository) and Gold (Publisher) output over the ten-year period. These numbers reflect developing national policies and programs. In 2010, Latin American institutions (brown) appear with the highest Gold and Green output (Figure 1). Brazil and Chile developed the Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) journal network in 1998 as an open platform for Latin American research output, to provide greater visibility of research publication than the major commercial databases such as Web of Science (Packer, 2020). An additional 13 countries, including Portugal, Spain and South Africa, have joined the network.

Figure 2 shows Latin American institutional research output moving further towards the Gold OA axis by 2020. The growth since 2010 of European institutions (green), clustering between 35% and 60% on the Green and Gold OA axes, reflects EU and UK policies that promote OA publishing, although these vary by country and institution. A small number of institutions in Asia (orange) reaches towards 80% Gold OA and up to 60% Green
Fig. 1: Publisher-mediated OA (Gold) vs repository-mediated OA (Green) research output by institution since 2010. Each point plotted is a university, with size indicating the number of outputs. Colour indicates the region. Data sources: Crossref, Unpaywall, Microsoft Academic. Analysis and image: Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative.

Fig. 2: Publisher-mediated OA (Gold) vs. repository-mediated OA (Green) by institution for 2020. Each point plotted is a university, with size indicating the number of outputs. Colour indicates the region. Data sources: Crossref, Unpaywall, Microsoft Academic. Analysis: Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative.
OA. Some institutions in Africa (pink) show high Green OA and Gold OA output. United States institutions (blue) lean towards Green OA with some reaching higher Gold OA levels, reflecting variations by institution and funder, and suggesting variant policies and practices. Australian institutions (black) hover between 20% and 40% Green OA and Gold OA, reflecting a lack of national policy although the two major public research funders have OA mandates. Figure 3 shows the animated version of OA Gold and Green trajectories for the years 2010–2020.

5. Diversity in Research Production

The Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative encourages universities to centre the principles of openness, to embrace digital open access, and to build diversity, equity and inclusion within institutions and in society (see Figure 4). Internal diversity includes demographic dimensions of researchers, teaching, management and administrative workforces, with diverse researchers as knowledge agents engaged across disciplines and communities. Structural diversity within institutions is achieved through equitable policies and practices and the sharing of data and knowledge. External diversity encompasses diverse research perspectives and knowledge sources, languages, geographical collaborations at regional, national and international levels, as well as diversity in funding sources (Montgomery et al., 2021).
Greater diversity in research workforces challenges structural and scholarly inequalities in the topics and perspectives investigated through institutional research, and awareness of the gaps in knowledge output and research funding is fundamental to addressing inequalities (Kozlowski et al., 2022). In relation to internal diversity, our project analyses public institutional demographic data in order to understand who is producing research and how knowledge is shared within and across disciplines, between universities and wider communities (Montgomery et al., 2021). We discuss gender, the public higher education data the most widely available.

5.1. Gender in Academic Workforces

Many higher education institutions have policies committed to hiring the best regardless of gender, but in reality, women make up only 20 to 30 percent of senior management in most universities around the world (Manfredi et al., 2019; Shepherd, 2017). A growing body of research documents persistent gender differences and gender asymmetry in research performance and productivity as measured by publication output, citations and funding grants in academic and research institutions (Holman et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020). Analysis of recruitment practices in scientific disciplines in Italian universities...
demonstrated no direct discrimination favouring one gender, but persistent “underrepresentation of women in the Italian academic systems” indicates gender inequality is present at a deeper level (Abramo et al., 2016, p. 137). Steinþórsdóttir et al. (2019, p. 3) analysed budgeting and management processes in a university in Iceland, revealing a “gendered academia” where an entrenched level of bias in assessment and bibliometric performance indicators favour the STEM disciplines and publications in elite journals. This dictates academics’ salaries, funding promotion and status and perpetuates a lack of gender equality across the university. Viviane Albenga (2016) found low proportions of women in senior academic positions in one French university, highlighting differences between management perspectives on gender equality, such as parity on boards, and academic research knowledge. Research by Sá et al. (2020) among elite scientists reveals multiple factors that contribute to gender differences, including recognition, career length. Identifying lower numbers of citations for women as department chairs than men, they question the reliance on bibliometric indicators of research excellence such as citation analysis. Stack (2021) argues that the metrics and data used by university world rankings are incompatible with institutional inclusivity and equity particularly in the United Kingdom and North America where many universities continue to be dominated by policies and practices that favour white men, particularly in leadership positions. The dominance of male standards of excellence suggests institutional change involves structural and cultural repositioning.

Gender equality data now feature in two world university rankings, although with some methodological limitations. The CWTS Leiden University Ranking of gender diversity for 1,225 research intensive universities provides proportions of authorship by men and women. Bibliometric analysis is based only on English language articles and reviews indexed in the Web of Science bibliographic database (Clarivate Analytics) from 2016 to 2019, and that appear in a core set of international journals CWTS identifies. To assign gender CWTS applies its algorithm for author name disambiguation based on author first names and author country, with approximately 70% success rate (Centre for Science and Technology, 2022).

The Times Higher Education impact Rankings 2022 assess the performance of 938 universities against the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 5: Gender Equality. Twelve indicators include published gender equality research and papers in the top 10 percent of cited journals, the number of
publications, and percentages of research authored by women (based on Elsevier Scopus bibliographic data 2016–2020, with limitations in research coverage). The Elsevier methodology to determine author gender is not specified, and Bothwell et al. (2022) acknowledge the difficulties in assessing non-gendered names in some countries. Data and evidence submitted voluntarily by universities includes the proportion of senior women academics and policies and practices supporting the promotion and recruitment of women staff and students (Times Higher Education, 2022). Bothwell et al. (2022) note the limitations in obtaining such data from some institutions, and that the countries performing well are those with “abundant available documentation of their activities in the area of gender equality” (p. 7).

Llorens et al. (2021, p. 2067) note a lack of “systematic gathering and reporting” and sharing of gender data by institutions and recruiting committees. Analysis of gender workforce data is key to identifying and acting on gender disparities. Where data are available, we investigate institutional gender percentages in the context of research and reputational profiles of higher education workforces. As an example, in Figure 5 we present percentages of women academic non-atypical (on open-ended/permanent and fixed-term contracts) in United Kingdom higher education institutions in 2021 together with grouping data. The analysis uses sex data (the terminology adopted by HESA, the source agency) provided by institutions. Reporting academic staff data is required but since 2019/2020 not for non-academic staff except

“vice-chancellors/heads of institutions or governors which is mandatory” (Higher Education Statistics Agency, 2022). A subset of 2021 data for 163 institutions shows those with more than 50 percent women academics are mostly in the groupings Unaligned, University Alliance (professional and technical universities), Cathedrals (originally teacher training colleges), GuildHE (smaller, specialist, often creative arts institutions) and Million+(post-1992 universities). Only one university in the more prestigious Russell Group, with research intensive disciplines such as the sciences, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine (STEMM) often dominated by men, employs more than 50 percent women academics.

The Athena SWAN Charter was introduced in the United Kingdom in 2005 to advance gender equality in academia, recognising inequalities in the STEMM disciplines and lower proportions of women in senior positions across universities (Advance HE, n.d). Despite improvements in the gender diversity of senior academics as a result of Athena SWAN (Xiao et al., 2020), our analysis in Figure 5 indicates gender disparities in academic staff in research intensive universities. Women’s progression is often compounded by intersectional discrimination including race and ethnicity, sexual orientation and disability (Llorens et al., 2021).

Although many universities have diversity, equity and inclusion policies in place, when sharing analysis we have found limited consideration of the intersection and impacts of gender and other demographic diversity factors in research production. We investigate further correlations between gender and open access research output using indicators such as percentages of academic women, open access output and contextual factors of institutional reputation and location, and income (Huang et al., 2021; Wilson et al., 2022c). Sharing such analysis, we aim to open a conversation around alternative ways and indicators to view and understand connections between diversity and research.

6. Working with Academic Libraries

The Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative shares the dataset, analysis and visual dashboards with scholarly communication communities. We seek feedback and engagement from those who understand and use the data to make their own analyses such as academic libraries and research offices. They produce
and disseminate information about publishing and data sharing, promote open knowledge and skill development through the use of analytical tools, reporting and educational functions, advise and assist researchers and are well-placed to review data analysis and tools.

In 2020, we engaged Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL) and Council of New Zealand University Librarians (CONZUL) members in a survey to review the dashboard interface and the relevance of the data analysis within their working environments. Respondents indicated the dashboard provided new perspectives on existing data, and access to new and previously unavailable data. In particular, they noted the value of institutional level OA publication analysis, compliance with research funder OA mandates and OA citation advantages which were difficult to obtain from other sources, including institutional repositories. Respondents indicated the analysis of OA citation figures would help researchers to appreciate the value of OA publishing and how it can benefit them, beyond simply following institutional policy imperatives to self-archive research. They expressed interest in access to more analysis, including underlying data and the OA performance of other institutions for comparative and benchmarking purposes. Overall, they indicated the data and its understanding was strengthened by being brought together in one location in a visual and interactive format (Wilson et al., 2022b).

This feedback provided valuable insights into the dashboard format and layout and researcher scholarly publishing practices and attitudes. First, the cognitive advantages of the visual dashboard interface indicate the strength of this method in communicating complex data and related narratives. Second, the participants’ positive responses to the data content and dashboard, its accessibility and format encouraged us to continue building tools. Third, the interest expressed in comparative data contributed to our development of a public Open Access Dashboard (https://open.coki.ac). This dashboard provides publication, OA and citation data for 142 countries and 5,117 institutions with at least 1,000 research outputs. Users can search and display analysis by institution and country. Full details of data collection, the dataset code and data sources are available (Hosking et al., 2022). Figure 6 provides an example of an institutional dashboard entry with research performance analysis of total publications, the OA percentage and total citations.
In Figure 7, the institutional OA percentage is broken down into ‘Closed’, ‘Publisher Open’ (in an OA Journal, sometimes referred to as Gold OA, Hybrid) and ‘No Guarantees’, (or Bronze); ‘Other Platform Open’ (deposited in an institutional repository, a disciplinary repository, a preprint repository or a general repository, sometimes referred to as Green OA), and ‘Both’ (‘Publisher Open’ and ‘Other Platform Open’). ‘Both’ indicates an item may be published open simultaneously with a copy in a repository, representing two pathways for creating open and accessible research. We introduce new terminology to clarify the sometimes-confusing colour labelling for OA types (such as Green, Gold, Hybrid, Bronze).

The insert box data in Figure 7 provides details of research output in the year 2001. The longitudinal data indicate changes over the two decades. These data and images are available for all institutions and countries included in the dataset at present are those with over 1,000 research outputs. Development of the dashboard continues, adding more search features.

7. Conclusion: Sharing and Moving Forward

Working from a critical research perspective the Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative project has built a dataset and created dashboard analytical tools that provide new insights into the research performance of higher education institutions. Using our data and analysis, institutions can explore how open
are the knowledges they produce and how their workforces reflect the diversity of student bodies, communities and wider populations. The analysis can provide indications of diverse research perspectives that may be lacking as a result of employment practices and preferences. The data analysis reveals complex national and regional patterns of research performance across the world, in particular OA output.

The project’s goals are to deliver accessible, shareable data, resources, analysis and to open conversations about ways to open knowledge. Contributions and feedback received from academic libraries, researchers, funders and publishers in the scholarly communication community validate and confirm the need for accessible and neutral data that form the basis and origins of this project. We regard information as a community asset, and highlight an opportunity to move beyond commercial data towards the construction of resources that are governed by the higher education and research community. Collaboratively we have built a community coalition to meet a vital
need for maintaining access to complex research performance analysis and extending open knowledge production. The coalition includes stakeholders from higher education consortia, funders, research managers, libraries and publishers. Central components of the Open Knowledge community coalition include building and maintaining the data asset we have developed, a community of practice around making change, sharing expertise, software and data on evaluation and openness. Through sharing data and dashboard code with coalition members the Open Knowledge project expands its scope and analysis of institutional openness and knowledge making, diversity and inclusion in knowledge production, and evaluation of open knowledge performance.

Data availability

The COKI project dataset is available at Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6399463.
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